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INTRODUCTION
introduced one-step deletion diagnostics for generalized estimating equations.
In Theorem 1 of their paper, they give a general computational formula for DBETAm, the approximation for fB-/[m], where fi is the fully iterated p-dimensional generalized estimating equations estimator of the marginal mean regression parameter and i [m] is the fully iterated estimator after deletion of an arbitrary subset, denoted by m, of the observations. In this note, we derive a different expression for DBETAm, and show that it is equivalent to the formula of Preisser & Qaqish (1996) . We show that significant computational savings are possible through application of the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula (Sherman & Morrison, 1950; Henderson & Searle, 1981) for the inverse of a matrix component in the diagnostic formula.
DELETION DIAGNOSTICS FOR ESTIMATING EQUATIONS
Recall that the usual generalized estimating equations (Liang & Zeger, 1986) for the multivariate model i = Xip with link function g(jti) = hi, marginal mean Ai = E(Y1), and working covariance matrix Vi var(Yi) are given by EK=1 D' Vi-ri = 0, where Di = agti/laf' and ri = yji is the ni-vector of residuals for the ith cluster. Estimation of fi is done with iteratively reweighted least squares by plugging in the most recent estimates of P and Vi and regressing the resulting working response vector Xi P + Es, where Ei = Liri, and Li = diag{iat1/aIi }, on Xi with weight matrix Wi = L7-1 -lL7 1.
Define X = (XI, . . , XK)', W = blockdiag{WI,..., WK}, E = (E', . . ., EK)', D = (Di, ..., DI )' and V = blockdiag{ VI,..., VK}. A current estimate fi of P is updated by
where Z = L-1(XB + E) = 1)/i + r, L = diag{Li, .. . ., LK} and r = (ri, .. . ., r)'. The main result be low relies on the partitioning of matrices after matrix elements are ordered, without loss of generality, such The proof is given in the Appendix. It is easy to show that the above result is equivalent to Theorem 1 of Preisser & Qaqish (1996) , which is stated as
where
demonstrates the equivalency. Preisser & Qaqish (1996) give special cases of (3) corresponding to the deletion, and influence, of a cluster of observations and the deletion of a single observation. For example, the influence of the ith cluster, defined by ,B -,l[], is approximated by
Note that Hi = 0i V-'1, where
, is a slight variant on the cluster leverage matrix Qi Wi of Preisser & Qaqish (1996) ; to be specific, Hi = L71 Qi WiL , where Qi = Xi(X'WX)-<Xi'.
COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM
To compute (4), rather than invert the asymmetric matrix In, -Hi, it is easier to work with its equivalent form (Vi -Qj)V7-1 by inverting the symmetric matrix Vi -Q. For very large matrices, this can be achieved efficiently by iterative application of the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula. In particular, if A is a symmetric matrix, c and d are vectors of equal dimension that conform to A, and (A -cd') is nonsingular, then Step 1 computes (A1 -g~ig7'V)1 = Aj'1 +8j' bibl, where AI = Vi, bI = Al Igi and 8I = 1 -g'lA gi . As Al' = Li W1Li no additional inversion is re quired since the { WiI are available from (1).
Step 2 computes (A2 -gi2gi2)-Al + 871b2b , where A2 = Al -gilgll, b2 = A2 g12 and 32 = 1 -g'2A g12. The tth step (t < p) computes
where At = At,-gi,tjgj~t_1, bt = AtIgit, and bt = 1 -g tA7 1g1t.
We proceed through to Step p for the solution.
To illustrate the computational savings of (5), we used the method of Qaqish (2003) to generate correlated binary data consisting of 100 clusters with cluster sizes n = {5, 25, 50, 100, 250, 500, 1000, 5000} from the logistic regression model logit(,iyt) = -0.5 + xIi + X2ij, where xIi = 1 for i = 1, .. . , 50, xIi = 0 for i = 51, . . ., 100, X2ij = (j -1)/(n -1) for j = 1, ... , n, and there is equicorrelation within clusters of 0.05. We computed (Vi -Qi)-ir1 using both (5), note that including r1 avoids the computation of potentially large matrices btb', and by Cholesky's decomposition. The procedure was run on a Pentium(R) 4 CPU, 3.20 GHz processor. User times, provided in Table 1 , show that computational savings from (5) increase with increasing cluster sizes, and are substantial relative to Cholesky's method for cluster sizes over 100.
DiSCUSSION
The results provided here can be extended to a broad class of regression models and their estimating equations that employ iterated least squares as a fitting algorithm. This is evident in the proof of the theorem, which does not require the block-diagonal structure of V that is characteristic of generalized estimating equations and clustered data problems. The derivations are based solely on the iteratively reweighted least squares algorithm and the working model it encapsulates.
Nevertheless, many applications are anticipated for a wide array of clustered data problems. In particular, application of the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula in the computation of regression diagnostics should prove particularly useful for correlated data regression, where one wishes to assess the influence of clusters on the regression parameter estimates from models for within-cluster association (Carey et al., 1993; Liang et al., 1992) . For a cluster of size n in such problems, the dimension of the matrix in the diagnostic requiring inversion, i.e., a matrix analogous to Vi -Qj, is not n but rather C2 = n(n -1)/2.
For example, applying the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula, Preisser & Perin (2007) developed fast formulae for cluster-deletion diagnostics for within-cluster correlation parameters estimated using the estimating equations approach of Prentice (1988) . One application consisted of a dataset of 37 clusters with an average cluster size of n = 109. Such 'typical' clusters required inversion of matrices of dimension C' = 5886, yet computation of the diagnostics for all 37 clusters, using an algorithm that employed the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula and a diagonal working covariance matrix in the correlation parameter estimating equations, took only 4 minutes compared to 143 minutes required to compute the 'exact' fully iterated changes in parameter estimates resulting from cluster deletion. The key to the speed of the proposed algorithm in processing large clusters is that, first, its basic building block, the eigenvalue decomposition of D' V-1D used for all K clusters, requires 0 (p3) 
APPENDIX Proof of the theorem
The proof of the theorem is obtained by establishing the three results for matrices in the following lemma.
LEMMA Al. The following results hold:
Proof. (i) The inverse of the partitioned matrix (Searle, 1982, p. 260, equation (14) ) in expression (2) 
